1. Introduction. For the purposes of this discussion suppose that X and Fare topological spaces while G is a commutative, topological semi-group (with zero element) which, as a space, is Hausdorff. In other words, each pair (gi, £2) of elements in G uniquely determines an element (gi+gz) in G; the operation + is associative and commutative; there is a unique element 0 such that g (EG implies g+0 = g; finally, G is a Hausdorf space and the operation + provides a mapping ( = continuous transformation) from the product space GXG into G. Obviously, topological groups, and the space of non-negative real numbers compactified by the addition of 00, with the operation + meaning addition, and the convention that a+00 = oo-f-a = 00, provide examples of such semi-groups.
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It will be said that lm is a Peanian factorization of a mapping f:X-*Yiî and only if there are mappings m\X-^H and Z:36-» F such that 36 is a Peano space and the composition lm is ƒ. The space 36 is called the middle space of the Peanian factorization lm of/.
Let F be the class of mappings ƒ : X-> Y each of which has at least one Peanian factorization, and suppose that 7 is a transformation from F into G.
For each Peano space 3£ let 6(36) be the class of true cyclic elements of X. (See Whyburn [ó] for the Peano space theory involved in this paper.)
2 If ( §£8(36) there is a unique monotone retraction m'36Z|@. (The double arrow indicates that r<g(36) = ©.) If ƒ G F and lm is a Peanian factorization of/with middle space 36, while @G£(36), then define /<g = Imm.
It is the object of this paper to investigate the statement
where the equality means that for each neighborhood U of y (J) there is a finite subclass J{U) of 6(36) such that if J is any finite subclass of 6(36) containing J{U) then U3 X/Y(/®)> @G7, it being understood that addition over an empty class yields 0.
In the event that (1) holds for each /G^ and for each Peanian factorization of ƒ, then y is said to be cyclicly additive.
Cyclic additivity theorems of a'weaker type have been considered by Helsel [3] , Radó [5] and others in connection with Lebesgue area.
2. The theorems. The first object is to investigate consequences of the assumption that y is cyclicly additive.
I. If ƒ G F and has a Peanian factorization in which the middle space is a dendrite, then y(f)=0.
This is an obvious consequence of the fact that a dendrite has no true cyclic elements. It is easy to see that i£(3E) C *P(36)3^(36), where <zA(J£) is the class of A -sets in 36.
Given ^G^P(ï), let 2l = ^5VJU@, where the union is taken over those elements @G£(X) having the property that ^3AS consists of at least two points. It follows that 9tG<^(3£), that #G2t -V implies there is a unique @G£(2I) such that jGS, and if 6 It follows that 0$ is a retraction from §1 onto ^3, but % is not uniquely defined in terms of §1 and ty. If r»:XZ|3l is the unique monotone retraction, and r$ = 0$r«, then r$:XZ^P is a retraction.
The retraction f$ depends upon the retraction 0$ which is not unique, however, if @G£0P)> while s^^Z^S and r@: 36Zt@ are retractions, then
There may be retractions from 36 onto $ defined in other ways; however, the notation r$ will always be used to indicate a retraction Q<$r% defined as above, hence r$ is unique modulo the factor 0$.
In this connection notice that if a is the maximum of the diameters of the components of 36 -21, and (3 is the maximum of the diameters of <g for 6(^)9 (ge 6(8), then (3) p{ï,f*(ï)} âa + iS.
H f(~F and Zm is a Peanian factorization of ƒ with middle space 36 while ^(E^X), then j^ -lr%m is a mapping from X into Y having a Peanian factorization l(r<$w) with middle space $. In other words, j%£F. Different selections of r<$ will produce different mappings ƒ$; however, if GESIST) then in view of (2) it is true that /(g== Ingrn -ls®r<$rn= (ƒ$)©=ƒ$(£. Hence ƒ$$ is independent of the retraction ry in spite of the fact that ƒ$ is not.
II. If /€*F has a Peanian factorization lm with middle space 36, while »*e^(X), *' = 1, 2, 2Iin2I 2 is a point, and «iU8ï,= 3Ê, then 7(/« l )+7(/« 1 )=7(/).
PROOF. If the theorem is false suppose that the sum on the left above is rj^yif), and select neighborhoods U and Uo for rj and y(f), respectively, such that
Let Ui be a neighborhood of TC%»)> ^= 1, 2, such that
Note that e(»i)Ue(8tO = e(X), and e(2ti)n£( §t 2 ) =0. Since <^(*) C^P(ï) and 7 is cyclicly additive, there is a finite subcollection J (Ui) of 6(31;) such that if Ji is a finite subcollection of £(2ï t ) containing J(Ui), then (understanding that 2Io = 36)
If 7 is any finite subcollection of 6(36) containing J(Uo)^JJ(Ui) VJ(U 2 ) let 7<=yne(«0i * = 1. 2, and note that J 1 r\J 2 = 0 while 7iW7 2 = y. Hence GÎ/1 + P2CP.
Therefore UC\U^0 in contradiction to (4). II a . The same as II except that the hypothesis is strengthened by the condition 3Ê£Ü?(36).
III. If ƒ £F and has a Peanian factorization Zm with middle space 36, then for each neighborhood U of y (J) there is a DES (36) such that OC?G^P(ï) implies that y(fy)&l. In view of the sufficiency theorem it is enough to check conditions I a , II a and III a .
In the event ƒ GF and has a Peanian factorization lm whose middle space is an arc, then ƒ is clearly homotopic to a point and hence f*(y)=0.
To check II a one will need the fact that: If X\ and X% are closed subsets of X, and X = XiUX 2 , while fiiX-^Y is a mapping for i = 0,l, 2, such that/o=/iOnX 4 -, i==l, 2, and xÇzXj implies fi{x) = ;yo, a single point of F, i, j = l, 2; i^j\ then/o*=/i*+/2*. (See Borsuk [2].) Suppose 5ltGe><f(36), i=l, 2, and SliH^ is a point £ 0 , while §liU2t 2 = 36. Define X t = w~1( §li) and fi -lr^m, i=l, 2. Now Xi and X 2 are closed subsets of X while -X"iUX 2 = X. Moreover, if XÇLX^ then w(x) G §lii hence rti i m(x) = m(x) and so ƒ;(#) =lm(x) =f(x) ; however, ƒ,(#) ^Ir^mix) =/(ïo) since ra y (2t<) =£0, *\ j = l, 2; i^j. Hence ƒ*=ƒ]*+/ 2 * and 7(/)=T(/^1)+T(/SÏ2)» which shows that condition II and hence II a is satisfied.
To check condition III a recall that there is an e(y) such that if 0i :X-»F and $ 2 :X-*F are two mappings with the property that 
